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BREAKING NEWS

International group of lawyers join forces to oppose WHO’s
power grab
BY RHODA WILSON ON JULY 8, 2023 • ( 19 COMMENTS )

On Monday, a group of lawyers from ten countries released a statement voicing their opposition to the World Health Organisation’s (“WHO’s”)

proposed Pandemic Treaty, officially known as WHO CA+, and the amendments to the International Health Regulations (“IHRs”). 

Over the weekend of 30 June to 2 July, the first international lawyers’ congress (https://twitter.com/RA_MarkusHaintz/status/1675097776013688832) of Anwälte für

Aufklärung e.V. (https://twitter.com/anwaelte_afa) (English translation Lawyers for Enlightenment e.V.) was held in Cologne, Germany. The congress focused on
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the IHRs and the Pandemic Treaty.

A strong alliance of lawyers from all over Europe, supported by lawyers worldwide, is forming against the WHO Pandemic Treaty. “We, the lawyers say:

No to totalitarianism. Clear statements by the lawyers about the plans to make the WHO a kind of ‘health world government’: We say NO!,” tweeted Dr.

Alexander Christ on Sunday (https://twitter.com/acundp/status/1675435215731191808).

Below is their press statement both the images tweeted as tweeted by Markus Haintz (https://twitter.com/RA_MarkusHaintz/status/1676523931258216448) and the text

as extracted from the images.

Further reading from Anwälte für Aufklärung e.V. (“AfA”):

Loss of sovereignty or system failure?

WHO
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Press release of the Lawyers for Enlightenment e.V. Cologne, July 3, 2023
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Lawyers from ten countries addressed the issues of the WHO pandemic treaty and the planned amendment of the International Health Regulations at

an international lawyers’ congress this weekend in Cologne. As hosts of the congress, we, the Anwalte fur Aufklarung e.V. (Lawyers for Enlightenment)

from Germany invited to a press conference today, in which lawyers from Austria, Switzerland, Liechtenstein, France, Spain, Italy, the Czech Republic, the

Netherlands, Israel and Germany, among others, took part.

The main results of the meeting: We lawyers reject the plan to draft a pandemic treaty of the World Health Organization WHO and to amend the health

regulations IHR. In particular, we call on the states of Europe not to participate in the plans to give the WHO far-reaching rights in the future to declare

future pandemics as well as to establish regulations to combat such pandemics, which the member states would then have to comply with mandatorily

and without any further possibility of national intervention or review.

In order to be able to react more effectively and more clearly in the future to violations of fundamental human rights and to restrictions of freedom and

basic rights against populations by democratic states, the lawyers gathered in Cologne have joined together to form an International Lawyers Association,

the International Association of Lawyers for Human Rights (IAL). 27 signatures of the first signatories are on the founding document of the lawyers’

association, which will grow decisively in the coming weeks. Behind the foundation are, among others, the Lawyers for Fundamental Rights/Attorneys for

Enlightenment Austria, the Lawyers for Enlightenment e.V. Germany, members of the Lawyers Committee from Switzerland, lawyers from the Spanish

association Units per la Veritat, to name just a few as examples.

The conference serves to expand the international cooperation of lawyers who have already critically addressed the illegality of state measures and the

fragility of national rule of law during the Corona period. These undesirable developments are being raised to the level of supranational organisations such

as, in particular, the World Health Organisation (WHO), which, with the help of the so-called Pandemic Treaty, is to be enabled to circumvent national as

well as European sovereignty rights in the event of a future pandemic.

This is opposed by the lawyers gathered in Cologne, who, on the other hand, are committed to strict compliance with human rights, fundamental rights

and freedoms. The core principle here is: human dignity is inviolable. The UN Charter, from which the Universal Declaration of Human Rights derives, the

UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and on Economic and Social Rights, and the European Convention on Human Rights all claim indispensable

validity. Under no circumstances may these be actually or de facto invalidated by a WHO pandemic treaty, not even and especially not in times of

pandemics or other health crises.

We lawyers stand for: the protection of fundamental principles of democratic rule of law, for a strict separation of powers in the sense of the principle of

“checks and balances”, for the principle of legality, for the right of self-determination of peoples, for the principle according to which all power must

emanate from the people, for freedom of information and above all for a comprehensive ban on censorship in all states.

All these principles are contradicted by the contents of the so-called “WHO Pandemic Treaty”, which is currently being drafted, and the expected changes

to the “ ()International Health Regulations” (IHR), which are to be submitted for decision at the WHO General Assembly in 2024. According to the current

state of knowledge, which can be found on the European Council’s website, among others, the pandemic treaty and amendments to the IHR are aimed at
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bringing the World Health Organisation into the role of a de facto “world health government” as a supranational and global super organisation. In the

future, the WHO is to be charged with the following tasks, among others:

Early detection and prevention of pandemics, which required the establishment of a cause-free global early warning and surveillance system,

Establishment and strengthening of the WHO as the coordinating authority for global health issues, which would effectively disempower national and

local health authorities and thus fundamentally contradict the principle of subsidiarity,

Strengthening international cooperation in areas such as surveillance, alerts, and response, which would be tantamount to establishing a global

surveillance system of citizens by states, enforced by WHO; and

combating “misinformation” worldwide, which would be equivalent to the introduction of censorship.

From the point of view of us lawyers, all four goals would lead to a global surveillance and paternalism system of the WHO in an intolerable way that

fundamentally contradicts the principles of the rule of law. Among the principles claiming unbreakable validity, the first to be mentioned is individual self-

determination, which, especially in a crisis such as a real pandemic, must always be given priority over state or even supranational paternalism. Secondly,

there is the principle of subsidiarity, according to which a higher state or social unit may only intervene to help and take over functions if the forces of the

subordinate unit are not sufficient to perform the necessary function. Especially in a pandemic, priority must always be given to local decision-making on

necessary measures.

In the past Corona pandemic, for example, the WHO showed through a global failure that it was at no time able to assess the situation correctly. The

transfer of power to an anonymous, not democratically legitimated organisation with mafia-like structures, which is supplied from dubious sources of

money and is close to the pharmaceutical lobby – to put it mildly – and which in the future is to be able to determine uncontrollably when a pandemic has

broken out, when it is over and how people worldwide are then to behave, is to be decisively rejected.

We lawyers say: No to the WHO pandemic treaty and No to the amendment of the International Health Regulations!

Dr. Alexander Christ, Spokesman AnwSite fur Aufldarung e.V., Hohenzollerndamm 112, 14199 Berlin, kontaktaafaev.de vrww.afaev.de 
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Your sovereignty does not depend upon nor issue from any Constitution or institution. It is a gift to

you from Nature and Nature’s God, part of your unalienable character.  

We have noted elsewhere, however, that the World created by Mankind is a separate and lesser

creation than the Earth.  

It should not surprise anyone that the sovereignty that is built into you by Nature, is a different kind

of sovereignty than the quagmire of Sovereigns — Kings and Queens and Potentates — created

by Mankind

Yet, even in this lesser and undesirable worldly creation, we nonetheless have our Sovereignty

intact. This form of Sovereignty that is created by men, derives its power from institutions that are

also created by men.  

This worldly version of Sovereignty related to this country was won by the Force of Arms when we

won The War of Independence, and it was settled upon this nation by William Belcher, a Colonel in

the Continental Army. 

William Belcher was The Belle Cher of his generation, the Clan Chief, born and raised in this

country. He inherited Sovereignty in his own right in England as a result of the Norman Settlement,

which granted each of the Norman Barons sovereignty in their own right and their own kingdom in

England. 

The Norman Barons and their progeny were and are the rightful rulers of England and the Donors

to the 1689 Trust; if King John’s progeny mess things up, the progeny of the Norman Barons are

enabled (and required) to dissolve the Trust creating Great Britain.

The Hereditary Lord High Steward, Lord Talbot, has declared a Regency which is a first step

toward that eventuality. 

When the time came for the same circumstance to present itself in America, William Belcher

stepped forward and bequeathed sovereignty in their own right to every American who fought in

The War of Independence, and to every American who would be born on our land and soil forever

after.  

As in England nearly 700 years before, the Victory by Force of Arms here had the same effect as

the Settlement of the Norman Conquest, only here, every man was made a king and every plot of
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land a kingdom, not just a fistful of Barons. 

It was the same exact circumstance as the Norman Conquest, and William Belcher quickly

ascertained that he was in Possession of the Victory, and like his own ancestral Benefactor, he was

enabled to “share sovereignty”. So he did. 

George III’s Sovereignty was forever alienated and displaced by the Sovereignty of William of

Normandy and his Heirs in England, the Belle Chers. The only scrap left for George III was a

Territorial trusteeship on the High Seas and Navigable Inland Waterways, and a ten percent tribute

interest in any gold that was mined.  

Imagine my amazement when someone suggested that my husband, James Belcher, “granted

sovereignty” to anyone?  

How would that be?  

Every Continental Army Soldier and Navy Sailor, and everyone born in this country ever since

the War of Independence ended, already has their sovereignty, first from Nature and Nature’s God,

and second, ultimately, from William of Normandy. 

There has also been a pernicious misunderstanding mistaking the name “Belcher” as an English

Surname. It is not used as such. Belcher is merely the English transliteration of Belle Cher, the

name of our Clan. My husband does not use a Surname as such, and if he did, it wouldn’t be

Belcher.  

Just as the Clan MacGregor has a Clan Chieftain known as “The MacGregor”, the Belchers aka

Belle Chers have a Clan Chieftain known as The Belle Cher. Unlike the Scots Clans, however, that

submitted to the rule of King John and his Heirs, the French Clan Belle Cher never did any such

thing.  

King John was one of theirs. 

So we always had our equal or better standing than King John and his Heirs in England. That’s why

the Magna Carta still stands. 

That’s why the British Monarch and the denizens of Westminster and the Holy See are all being

called to account. It’s the reason for The Declaration of the Flag. 

It’s the reason Lord Talbot is owed the Regency for England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales.  
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Just because we haven’t spoken for a long time, doesn’t mean that we are dead, or that our

contracts have lost their teeth. 

Every single President from George Washington to Joe Biden, except for Donald Trump, have been

related to King John, the same Overseer of the Church’s Commonwealth lands, still attached to the

service of Pope Innocent III and his Successors, 

All the “Presidents” are Plantagenets in violation of the Conventions, Treaties, and Constitutions

owed to this country, all acting in hidden conflict of interest. 

My husband’s role is not to grant sovereignty to anyone, much less Sovereignty that Americans

have already earned and which they received over 200 years ago. 

His role is to enforce the Sovereignty of this country and hold everyone, including the Plantagenets,

accountable for their bad faith.  

Just as your rights are not created by nor granted to you by any Constitution, but are instead

guaranteed by the Federal Constitutions — a different concept entirely — your Sovereignty is not

granted, it’s shared. 

Ironically, for all the grandstanding the Brits make about liberty and freedom

and constitutional government, you can thank William the Conqueror for sharing his Sovereignty

with his Barons, and you can thank his Barons for sharing their Sovereignty with you.  A.V.R.

1 Reply

Anonymous

  3 days ago

Show ponies. Blowhards for public sentiments of the good lawyers Load if it they all know unless

stupid international lawyers have been setting up the entire global network and legal framework

for the entire UN takeover for the last 35 years It takes decades to set up the legal political

framework but its all in place now.
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Paul Watson

  3 days ago

They will go before a panel of judges appointed by the same corrupt officials at WHO.

3 Reply

Alternative News and Information - Prepper Daves - On The Road to Dystopia

  3 days ago

[…] International group of lawyers join forces to oppose WHO’s power grab […]

3 Reply

Un groupe international d’avocats unissent leurs forces pour s’opposer à la prise de pouvoir de
l’OMS – ANNE BELLA INFOS SANS LANGUE DE BOIS

  3 days ago

[…] International group of lawyers join forces to oppose WHO’s power grab […]
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International group of lawyers join forces to oppose WHO’s power grab – COLDWELLIAN®
TIMES

  3 days ago

[…] International group of lawyers join forces to oppose WHO’s power grab […]
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Chris Elliott

  2 days ago

The people who run the WHO, as well as every other institution in the Western World, do a

passably good imitation of being capable of handling the levels of responsibility that go with their

positions, and they bustle about, and look important and grave – but it’s all an illusion. They also

have been captured by who-knows-who (though we can guess) and do the bidding of their

masters. But, for the rest of us, these people are our paid servants, and they’ve proved beyond

a shadow of a doubt that they are not fit for purpose. They basically need to be SACKED …..

2 Reply

International group of lawyers join forces to oppose WHO’s power grab – David Icke

  2 days ago

[…] Read more: International group of lawyers join forces to oppose WHO’s power grab […]

1 Reply

:Stuart-james.

  2 days ago

The claim of the Crown and its government is fraudulent and is easy to expose. That means all

statuary laws in the UK are invalid. For the Crown and its government to function as currently

believed, they must seek consent every year, at the very least pre a general election. So, when

was the last time you entered an agreement knowingly with the Crown to form a government?

They gain your agreement, but it’s done via deception. A deception made in an agreement

corrupts the agreement and thus becomes invalid. 
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3 Reply

nng

  2 days ago

Why is it that the ones fighting this are the literal New Agers. Even all the Covid deniers are New

Agers. Now I believe the narrative of Covid, and the clot shot is a great big lie, but why are all

the New Agers in force? Christians really have no clue!

1 Reply

Rhoda Wilson

 Reply to    1 day ago

Hi nng, what’s your definition of “New Agers”?

1 Reply

Ana

  1 day ago

Its very very good to see these lawyers coming together to say no. It gives me faith in humanity.

2 Reply

Lisa Franklin

  1 day ago

According to data mining expert Clif High we will see the end of the WHO and the UN in the next

few years. I hope his predictions are correct. He also predicts we will hear of some of these

criminals being ‘picked off’ as more people wake up to the horror of what has been done to them

Author

nng
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and their families. I don’t condone violence but if this does occur I don’t think I will lose any sleep

over it.
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International Group of Lawyers Join Forces to Oppose WHO’s Power Grab – Truth Talks

  1 day ago

[…] Original source: https://expose-news.com/2023/07/08/international-group-of-lawyers-join-

forces-to-oppose-whos-power-g&#8230 (https://expose-news.com/2023/07/08/international-group-of-lawyers-

join-forces-to-oppose-whos-power-g&#8230); […]
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International Group of Lawyers Join Forces to Oppose WHO’s Power Grab » Truth Group

  1 day ago

[…] Original source: https://expose-news.com/2023/07/08/international-group-of-lawyers-join-

forces-to-oppose-whos-power-g&#8230 (https://expose-news.com/2023/07/08/international-group-of-lawyers-

join-forces-to-oppose-whos-power-g&#8230); […]

0 Reply

Advokater går ut mot Pandemiavtalen. WHO er et ikke-valgt mafia-lignende organ og kan ikke
styre helsepolitikken i verdens land. - Derimot

  13 hours ago

[…] for oppklaring») hadde måndag 3.juli eit møte i den tyske byen Köln, og ei

pressemelding vart i samband med møtet og den påfølgjande pressekonferansen sendt ut. Dr.
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Alexander […]
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Derimot: Advokater går ut mot Pandemiavtalen. WHO er et ikke-valgt mafia-lignende organ og
kan ikke styre helsepolitikken i verdens land. – Antiglobalisten

  6 hours ago

[…] for oppklaring») hadde måndag 3.juli eit møte i den tyske byen Köln, og ei

pressemelding vart i samband med møtet og den påfølgjande pressekonferansen sendt ut. Dr.

Alexander […]
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